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Now-a-days the need of managerial and administrative skills needs no mention in any field. As the
competition in growing day by day, the situation in business world is getting much more critical. With
the rapid change in the scenarios like technological transfer, globalization, economical changes,
changes in market the necessity of adaptation of the management skills and newer thoughts are
becoming predominant. While working in an organization, with the present busy life, there is a very
little room for pursuing a degree course. Executive MBA course is specially designed for the working
professionals so that they can have a higher level degree without affecting their jobs.

The course curriculum for the general MBA and an Executive MBA is similar. The basic difference
lies in the admission requirements and the class formats. The executive MBA classes generally
takes place in weekend and in the evening generally. This format differs with different institutions.
During admission an executive MBA applicant is required to have at least five years experience in
their respective fields which is not mandatory for a regular MBA applicant. GMAT is must for a
regular MBA applicant while it is not required for in the case of executive MBA.

As just mentioned above that the executive MBA India program is designed for professionals who
have expertise in their respective fields, they just require it to climb up the ladder of success; most
of the courses are provided online. Executive MBA in India is hugely influenced by Hughes Global
Education, an Indian operation of Hughes Network Systems. They are presently a leader in
providing satellite based broadband network worldwide. The campaign of Executive MBA India is
being done on interactive real time platform like other portions of the world. Executive MBA online
generally requires an interactive platform so that every student can be taken care of individually like
as a live classroom.

Executive MBA India is powered by many top class reputed universities and institutes like the IIM
Calcutta, IIM Lucknow, IIM Kozhikode, IIFT New Delhi, AIMA, MICA etc. An Executive MBA from
IIM is the most desired thing of any professional. Executive MBA from IIM including IIM Calcutta, IIM
Lucknow and IIM Kozhikode offers courses which include EPBM, PLAM, EPYP, EPHRM, EPBA,
EPSM, APPM, SMP etc. These executive MBA courses not only provides an upper level degree
necessary for a rise in salary but a new way of thinking to handle even the most critical situation in
any business. After earning this executive MBA course one can stay at his/her old job with
increased responsibility and consequent promotion or may obtain attractive new offers. As the
candidates are already gaining experiences from their working environments, the study is
implemented in the practical scenario.

There are many institutes that provide online executive MBA India program facility in India. The
most important decision is to choose a proper course and a proper institute for you. One must find a
proper executive MBA course that is going to help him in future. The selection of the institute
offering executive MBA is also of importance because one need to ensure that the timings and the
certifications whether suits. Hughes Global Education cares for the studentsâ€™ job life and provides
certifications under the globally respected universities.

The cost of having Executive MBA in India greatly varies amongst different institutes. The course
duration is generally one year or more depending on the particular executive MBA course. The
output is huge creating a ladder towards the top of the success from your already strong platform.

For more information visit http://www.hugheseducation.com/
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Hughes  Education - About Author:
Hugheseducation: a Executive MBA is the best option for the working people to enhance their
career. The cost of having a Executive MBA in India greatly varies amongst different institutes.
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